
 

Current issues 01 

 

Subtitle 

As pension schemes mature and the transfer of longevity risk to the 

insurance market becomes more prevalent, the demand for non-pensioner 

insurance has increased significantly. The market has had to adapt to this 

demand, and continues to evolve. In this article, we describe some of the 

risks and challenges that come with estimating the baseline longevity of 

these members, and how we support our clients in navigating these. 

 

The process insurers and reinsurers typically go through to set a baseline assumption for a particular portfolio is to assign a 

mortality curve for each member based on factors that have been shown to affect life expectancy – commonly including 

gender, lifestyle (postcodes) and affluence (pensions are often used as a proxy).  

There would typically then be an experience analysis carried out to determine whether any adjustments are required to this 

preliminary estimate to allow for the historical mortality experience for that particular portfolio, which may be driven by factors 

specific to the portfolio that aren’t captured by ratings factors alone. 

There are issues with applying this process for non-pensioner lives, which introduce the risk of materially under- or over-

estimating life expectancies.  

 

Demographic drift 

Using postcode data for non-pensioners does not allow for future socio-economic “drift” over time – the likelihood that 

members might later move on to postcodes which are associated with a higher life expectancy. The chart below illustrates 

the potential issue by showing how the mix of lives in each postcode longevity group changes by age for male private sector 

defined benefit pension scheme members.  
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Current issues 02 

 

You can see that the composition between socio-economic 

groups is fairly stable from age 70 onwards. That gives 

comfort when pricing pensioners. However, there are more 

complex dynamics at younger ages, and what is noticeable 

is an increasing proportion of individuals in the higher socio 

economic groups (illustrated by the blue bands) at 

progressively older ages up to age 70.  

Would making no allowance for this effect potentially 

undervalue younger members? It’s a question many clients 

are asking, and we are supporting them in developing an 

approach to allow for this effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Affluence measures 

Common industry practice has been to use pension amount as an indicator of an individual’s affluence. The industry SAPS 

S3 mortality tables are a good example of that, using pension bands as the affluence indicator. For pensioners that provides 

for a consistent affluence measure. Mortality models are typically calibrated based on pension amounts that are already in 

payment. However, there are several additional considerations when mapping deferred pension amounts to these. 

Non-pensioner members are younger, and they typically have shorter service than the pensioner population. In addition, 

many schemes have closed in recent years to future contributions and so many younger lives will have seen the period of 

time they could contribute to their DB pension cut short. The benefits offered in some schemes have also become less 

generous over time as sponsors have attempted to manage the rising risk and costs associated with DB pensions. And 

that’s all compounded by that fact that deferred pension amounts are also impacted by optionality (for example, cash 

commutation). 

Where credible salary information is available, this is often seen as a reliable alternative affluence measure for these lives, 

given it is not dependent on a member’s service and future option uptake in the way pension amounts are. However, salary 

information is often not available, in which case adjustments and/or sensitivity analyses should be considered to understand 

materiality.  

 

How to apply experience analysis results? 

Clients will often go through a process of determining how much weight to put on a portfolio’s mortality experience when 

setting a baseline assumption. That mortality data is often dominated by older pensioners who retired long ago. When 

applying this approach to non-pensioner lives, you also need to ask how relevant the pensioner experience is to the non-

pensioner population.  

Where a significant deviation from expected mortality rates is observed at older ages, careful thought is needed to assess 

whether the drivers of that differential mortality are likely to be applicable to non-pensioners (and indeed younger 

pensioners). Applying a lower weight than otherwise to the pensioner experience might be appropriate for non-pensioners, 

for example if the workforce had changed dramatically in the past 20 years.   

Source:  Snapshot of Club Vita’s dataset taken in 
2020, which includes data from over 220 different 
UK defined benefit pension schemes.   
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Any potential mismatch between the affluence measure available in the experience analysis and the in-force population also 

needs to be considered. Which is more important – consistency with the experience analysis, or using preferred rating 

factors when the data is available? The answer will often depend on the size of the scheme and the volume of experience 

data available. 

Overall, this is an area where subjective judgement can be required, increasing the risk of mis-estimation. 

 

Other issues 

There are other issues with setting a baseline assumption for non-pensioner lives. Examples are: 

• Retirement health assumptions: judgement is required on which assumptions to use for future pensioners. Often, 

analysis will be carried out to determine the ill-health proportions seen in the in-force pensioner population, and 

these rates are then mapped onto non-pensioners. 

• Data issues: Data, particularly postcode data, can be less reliable for non-pensioners. Allowance may need to be 

made for this within the baseline assumption. 

 

How we are supporting our clients 

We support 7 of the 8 insurers who are active in the bulk annuity market and 12 of the 14 UK longevity reinsurers. We 

regularly provide peer review and independent challenge to those operating in the longevity related markets including 

support to new entrants as they build their capabilities.  

We have conducted our own extensive research into the datasets available and would be delighted to share results of our 

analysis in more detail. We typically deliver this to our clients via workshops as a convenient way to share and discuss the 

implications of our analysis. 

We also often support our clients in pricing the trend risk as well as additional demographic risks (including proportion 

married and age difference assumptions) associated with non-pensioner lives. 

 

If you would like to discuss this with one of our specialists, please get in touch. 

 


